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Abstract—Wireless standards developed for industrial appli-
cations such as ISA100.11a and WirelessHART, generally use
centralized management approaches. However, such centralized
approaches cannot cope with network dynamicity in real-time
manner. They also incur high management overhead and latency.
Consequently, the network becomes unsuitable for resource
constraint devices, e.g I/O devices. The problems become ex-
acerbated when the network scales up. ISA100.11a standard
allows reduced functionality devices in the network and supports
hybrid network topology. We propose an extension to ISA100.11a
to better address the requirements of the energy constrained
I/O devices. The proposed extension makes the management
more decentralized by delegating a part of the management
responsibility to the routers in the network. It also allows the
I/O devices to choose their best routers according to the metric
considered using local statistics and advertised routers’ ranks.
We show that the proposed extension can better address the real-
time and reliability requirements of industrial wireless networks.
It can achieve higher network management efficiency in terms
of reducing the delay and overhead of I/O devices than the
ISA100.11a standard.

Keywords—ISA100.11a; Hybrid network topology; Energy har-
vesting; Hybrid management; Decentralized, Real-time

I. INTRODUCTION
Wireless standards developed for condition monitoring and

process control applications have increasingly gained the con-
fidence of industry and their adoption has increased over the
last few years. Most of these applications expect the wireless
sensor/actuators (I/O devices) to work for long durations of
time without maintenance. To facilitate such working condi-
tions, energy-harvested I/O devices with or without additional
power sources are becoming popular. The availability of har-
vested energy typically varies over time in a non-deterministic
manner. With today’s energy harvesters, only a few wireless
transmission/receptions per reporting cycle of the I/O devices
are feasible [1]. This calls for the design of efficient wireless
communication protocols suitable for industrial environments.

ISA100.11a [2] and WirelessHART [3] are two of the
most important standards accepted by the industry. In wireless
networks, typical network topologies are either star networks,
mesh networks or hybrid networks (a combination of star and
mesh). In WirelessHART, all field devices are considered to
have routing capability to support full mesh topology. On
the other hand, the I/O devices in the ISA100.11a network
can be defined as nodes with or without routing capability.
It thus supports both star, mesh and hybrid topology. As
the harvester-powered I/O devices have severe constraints on
resources, especially energy, it is advisable to make them
non-routing (end devices) in the network. Hence, the hybrid
network topology supported by ISA100.11a is more suitable
for them.

The ISA100.11a standard (and also WirelessHART) uses
a centralized management approach, which cannot cope with

network dynamicity in a real-time manner. The link quality be-
tween I/O devices and routers may vary considerably due to the
interferences in harsh industrial environments. Rejoining the
network and coping with such dynamic situations are costly for
I/O devices, as several message exchanges are required to fix
the broken links, which incurs high latency [4]. Additionally,
the energy-harvested I/O devices might temporarily lose their
power as well as their network connectivity, causing additional
rejoining processes. These problems are further exacerbated as
the network scales up and the I/O devices are several hops
away from the central System Manager (SM).

Proper enhancements of the ISA100.11a standard are es-
sential to make it suitable for energy constrained I/O de-
vices. To address this, we propose ISA100.11a∗, the extended
ISA100.11a standard with a hybrid network management
scheme. It makes the management more decentralized by
delegating some parts of the management responsibilities and
the authority of communication resources from the central
SM to the routers. The routers can schedule communications
and address the requirements of the I/O device locally in the
star sub-network. The communication schedules and graphs
between the routers in the mesh network are constructed by
the SM, the same way as in ISA100.11a. Therefore, this
hybrid network management scheme proposes a centralized
management scheme for the mesh network and a distributed
localized management scheme for the star networks.

Another proposed enhancement is the possibility for I/O
devices to choose their best possible routers rather than having
the SM set these for them. This gives them the flexibility to
choose routers and switch easily and quickly to better ones
when available. This will improve their efficiency and save
the harvested energy.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II
discusses the related works. Then a brief overview of the
concept of ISA100.11a∗ is given in Section III. Section IV pro-
vides details on the functional description of ISA100.11a∗ and
Section V evaluates the performance of the proposed approach.
Finally, Section VI concludes the work and summarizes our
future research goals.

II. RELATED WORKS
ZigBee Pro [5], WirelessHART, ISA100.11a and IEEE

802.15.4e [6] are the IEEE 802.15.4 [7] based standards.
ZigBee Pro, as one of the first standards for WSNs, is
designed for applications which have soft real-time and re-
liability requirements. Since ZigBee Pro runs on a CSMA-
based MAC protocol, it is unsuitable for applications that
require reliable and timely packet delivery. ZigBee Pro uses
frequency agility, which is not as tolerant as WirelessHART
and ISA100.11a mechanisms to fluctuating wireless conditions
and introduces inconvenient delays [8]. It does not support
multi-channel communication and hence cannot increase the
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network throughput.
WirelessHART and ISA100.11a standards are designed for

process control and monitoring applications. Both standards
support several industrial applications classes with different
Quality of Service (QoS) requirements, from monitoring to
control [9].

Recent academic studies on time slotted multichannel pro-
tocols can be divided into two categories: node-based manage-
ment and cluster-based management. Both node and cluster-
based management schemes can utilize multi-channel commu-
nication to improve the scalability and reliability in wireless
sensor networks [10]. The node-based multi-channel MAC
protocols such as, MMSN [11], MC-LMAC [12], Y-MAC
[13], D-MSR [4] and MCMAC [14], try to assign different
channels (communication resources) to nodes in a two-hop
neighborhood to avoid potential interferences and to increase
network throughput. These protocols, however, face practical
issues in real WSNs, including: (a) scheduling overhead and
(b) high protocol complexity that may not be suitable for
constrained power I/O devices in practice [10]. The cluster-
based multi-channel protocols such as TMCP [10] and [15],
assign a different static channel to each cluster. These schemes
are less complex and more suitable for the constrained power
I/O devices. However, these solutions do not consider the
advantage of dynamic channel hopping, which is utilized in
our work.

III. OVERVIEW OF ISA100.11A∗

The ISA100.11a standard has several limitations when it
comes to supporting resource constrained I/O devices and
large-scale networks. A management scheme that speeds up
the re-joining procedure of the I/O devices and reduces the
overhead of fixing broken links in the network is needed.
ISA100.11a∗ lets the I/O devices (a) (re-)join the network
more efficiently by adopting the hybrid network management
approach and (b) select and change their parent(s) more
efficiently based on changes in the environment.

In the hybrid management scheme, the authority over parts
of the communication resources is delegated to the routers to
handle the local requirements of the I/O devices in the star
sub-network. Based on the number of estimated I/O devices
and their local statistics, the routers ask for resources from the
SM. Routers use these local resources to allocate management
resources to potential I/O devices upon receiving their join
requests. The remaining network resources are managed by
the central SM, which constructs the routing graphs and
communication schedules between the routers in the multi-
path mesh topology.

A sample network topology in ISA100.11a∗ with routers
having management capabilities and the corresponding super-
frame structure are shown in Figure 1. The SM manages the
first block of resources and uses these resources to define the
communication links between the routers in the mesh topology.
The remaining resources are allocated to different routers for
their own local management. The size of the blocks allocated
to routers is based on expected network load, which can vary
according to the number of I/O devices associated with each
router.

The routers use their own resources to send both the join
reply and the contract reply in response to I/O devices’
requests, unlike the traditional ISA100.11a or WirelessHART
networks where they are handled by the SM. The router defines
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Fig. 1. A sample network in ISA100.11a∗ and the superframe structure

several Tx and Rx links to communicate with the I/O device.
The I/O device sends the contract request, including its traffic
characteristics to the routers. The router uses its local resources
to define more potential links in order to let the I/O device
publish its sensor data. The router then forwards a new contract
request to the SM to reserve the required resource in the mesh
network, based on the I/O traffic characteristic. This speeds up
the joining procedure of the I/O devices.

As the energy-harvested I/O devices might frequently shut
down and lose their connectivity with the routers, the router
should not release the communication resources reserved for
the I/O device if no updates about its presence are received.
Since the I/O devices are not participating in routing tasks, it
is not necessary to remove them very fast from the network.
This policy lets the energy-harvested I/O device work more
efficiently in the network.

The next key contribution of the ISA100.11a∗ is that the
I/O devices are able to choose/change the associated routers
based on their metrics (e.g. end-to-end latency, reliability, and
power consumption). The I/O device keeps the statistics of
the overheard neighbor routers in a Candidate Router table
in which it updates the status of its connectivity with the
routers. To let the I/O device choose the best router, it needs to
know the ranks of the neighboring routers, which are basically
qualifying numbers defining the router’s relative position/grade
with respect to the Gateway. The routers advertise their rank
based on different Objective Functions (OFs) (e.g. reliability,
latency, power consumption and available bandwidth). This
advertising is inspired by the Routing Protocol for Low power
and Lossy Networks (RPL) [16]. However, while the routers’
ranks are calculated in a distributed manner in RPL, they are
calculated by the SM in ISA100.11a∗. The SM calculates
those ranks based on (1) routing information, (2) schedule
information, and (3) the diagnostics/statistics reports that are
received periodically from the mesh network and sends them
to the routers for advertising. The I/O devices use their local
statistics such as RSSI and RSQI and the routers’ rank to select
the best routers. This will improve their efficiency and save the
harvested energy.

In the ISA100.11a standard, the I/O device can store the
allocated resources in its memory. When it loses the network
connectivity and wants to rejoin, it can use the earlier allo-
cated resources to communicate with the routers. However, in



large-scale dynamic networks, the network connectivity might
change frequently, and using the old resources to communicate
with the assigned routers might not be useful any more. The
capability of the I/O devices to choose/change the associated
routers in the ISA100.11a∗ helps faster rejoin in such cases.

ISA100.11a∗’s main contributions and extensions can be
listed as follows:

• Proposing hybrid network management - managing the
mesh network between routers in a centralized manner
and managing the star sub-network in a distributed
manner.

• Allocating communication resources to routers to ad-
dress the requirements of I/O devices.

• Calculating routers’ ranks based on different OFs by
the SM and advertising the ranks by the routers to
let I/O devices choose the best routers based on their
requirements.

• Letting I/O devices join the network much faster, and re-
select their routers according to the metrics considered
based on the local statistics and routers rank.

IV. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION
This section describes how a wireless node (either a routing

device or an I/O device) can discover its neighbors, join the
network, find its router and ask for communication resources
for management and data delivery in ISA100.11a∗. It also
proposes how the routers with management capabilities use
their own local resources to address the requirements of I/O
devices and allocate the requested bandwidth for them.

A. Routers’ management phases
The routers can be classified as routing devices with and

without management capabilities. A router without manage-
ment capabilities is just the same as a router in ISA100.11a
and hence we do not explain their working, but rather focus on
the routers with management capabilities. These management
capabilities do not increase the complexity of the routers as
they run a simple network management algorithm to manage
a small star sub-network. The additional management phases
that need be added to the existing ISA100.11a standard to let
the routers provide management services to the I/O devices in
their sub-network (as a router with management capabilities)
are discussed below.

1) Contract or end-to-end connection establishment: The
routing devices (with and without management capabilities)
send contract requests with their traffic characteristics to the
SM to reserve the required communication resources in the
network for exchanging either application traffic, management
traffic or sensor data. The routers with management capabilities
ask the SM to reserve the communication resources for their
local star-network in addition to the potential initial resources
along the multi-path route toward the Gateway in the uplink
and downlink direction.

2) Delegating the authority over a block of resources to
routers: The authority over parts of the communication re-
sources will be delegated to routers to manage the one-hop
star sub-network. The delegation takes place after a negotiation
procedure between the router and the SM. The allocated
resources (e.g. channel offset or several numbers of cells)
are used to address the local requirements of the sub-network
as shown in Figure 1. Each router is capable of running a
simple network management algorithm to manage the small

star topology. To provide real-time communication between
an I/O device and its destination (the Gateway or an actuator),
the routers might also reserve the communication resources
beforehand, along the path to the destination in the mesh
network.

The communication resources delegated to the routers de-
pend either on the request of the router based on the number
of estimated I/O devices in its candidate I/O device table or on
a predefined fixed number of cells. The routers might ask for
more resources later on, to fulfill their local requirements upon
detecting more I/O devices or running out of communication
resources due to receiving unexpected joining requests.

Each router updates its neighboring unlinked I/O device
statistics and information in the candidate I/O devices table
in which the overheard neighbor’s address, device type, and
statistics are stored. The router uses the information about the
I/O devices in its candidate I/O device table to reserve some
resources for its potential communication with those same I/O
devices. The reservation is undertaken either in the local star-
network or between the routers in the multi-path routes toward
the Gateway. Routers ask the SM to provide resources based
on the number of estimated I/O devices and their RSSI and
RSQI values.

When an I/O device chooses its router, the router could
use the already reserved resources to create local links with
the I/O device. Each router will keep the collected statistic
information with its linked/associated I/O devices in an I/O
Device Neighbor table (similar to Neighbour Diagnostic table
in ISA100.11a standard) with several parameters such as Mean
RSSI, Packets Received number, and Missed ACK Packet
number.

B. I/O devices’ management phases
An I/O device that joins the network through its desired

routers might not notice whether the routers are using the
distributed or centralized approach. The different management
phases that guide an I/O device from starting up to the moment
the node starts publishing (or subscribing) periodic sensor data
in the network are discussed below:

1) Startup, router selection and joining : The I/O devices
start scanning the channels and receive advertisements from the
neighboring routers. They collect the overheard neighboring
routers’ statistics and fill out/update the required information
(e.g. received RSSI and router’s ranks) in a Candidate Routers
table. The updating rate depends on the capabilities of the
device. Each I/O device also maintains a Neighbor Routers
Diagnostic table (similar to the Neighbor Diagnostic table in
the ISA100.11a standard) to store information about its each
linked/associated router (more than one router for reliability).
The routers broadcast their ranks in terms of different met-
rics in the network such as reliability, latency, and power
consumption to reach the Gateway. The I/O devices choose
the best router(s) based on the routers’ rank according to the
OF considered and on the local statistics stored in tables.
For example, for addressing the reliability requirement, the
I/O device uses local information (included in the Candidate
Router table or Neighbor Routers Diagnostic table) and the
router reliability rank to choose the best one.

Upon choosing the best router(s), the I/O device sends a
join request to the selected router(s), through the advertised
Rx link and listens on the advertised Tx link to receive the
join reply. The router processes the request locally, unlike in



the traditional ISA100.11a standard where it acts as a proxy
router and forwards the request to the SM. The selected router
sends an activation command to the I/O device and writes
local resources in the I/O device communication table (e.g.
superframes, links, graphs, and channel tables). The I/O device
may select more than one router to provide more reliability. In
such cases, it sends a new joining request to the second router.
The provisioning procedure and the reception of the new
network key are not needed in the second trial. However, the
I/O device will receive some management resources, including
primary links, superframes and graphs to communicate with
the second router.

The I/O device then starts to report per-channel and per-
neighbor (i.e. Channel Diagnostics and Neighbor Diagnostics
reports) to the selected routers. The routers process the re-
ceived reports locally unlike the traditional way of sending
the report directly toward the SM. The routers inform the SM
about the I/O devices they support. As a result, the SM and
the Gateway know how to reach to the I/O devices through
the selected routers.

2) Contract or end-to-end connection establishment: The
I/O device sends separate contract requests to each selected
router, including traffic characteristics information for commu-
nication with the potential destination (Gateway or actuator).
Before publishing the sensor data, the I/O device needs to
reserve the resources (1) between itself and the neighboring
routers as well as (2) between the routers in the multi-path
routes in the network to the final destination. This resource
reservation ensures real-time communication between I/O de-
vices and the destinations.

Based on the communication service type, different schemes
might be used to forward the traffic in ISA100.11a∗. In
case of periodic/scheduled service, resources might be re-
served in the slotted hopping period, while in case of non-
periodic/unscheduled service the slow hopping and CSMA
scheme can be used. In this paper we consider only the periodic
case and assume that the data traffic between sensors and
actuators has a constant bit rate. Hence the resource reservation
is undertaken in the slotted hopping period.

The router(s) might employ different types of policies when
it receives a contract request from the I/O device. It can
forward the same contract request to SM as in the traditional
ISA100.11a standard. Alternatively, the router hides the I/O
device from the rest of the network and sends its own contract
request. There, the I/O device acts as a new sensor attached
to the router and behaves as a user application process in
the router. We consider the first policy in our work, where
the routers send a new contract request to the SM to reserve
the communication resources between the routers in the mesh
network.

Figure 2 shows a sample of a contract establishment mech-
anism between the I/O device and the router and between the
router and the SM. The router that received the contract request
from the I/O device allocates resources based on the traffic
characteristics for further communication with the device and
replies to the device with the contract response. The router uses
its own resources, which are already delegated, to write the
new links and superframes in the Link table and Superframes
table of the I/O device. This allows the I/O devices to start
publishing the data faster than the traditional approach as
shown in Figure 2. If the router’s delegated communication
resources are not sufficient to address the requirement of the
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I/O device, the contract response to the I/O device is postponed
until the router receives the local (delegated) communication
resources and the contract response from SM.

Based on the ATM networks’ [17] concepts, the routers can
setup the virtual paths to the destination by over-provisioning
some resources on the paths. In such cases, the routers ask
the SM to reserve more resources on the path toward the
Gateway in the mesh network. As a result, the processing and
the contract establishment times for newly joining I/O devices
can be reduced. When subsequent virtual channels have the
same source (i.e. the selected router) and destination (i.e. the
Gateway), they need not be provisioned every time when a
new contract request is received from a new I/O device. To
optimize over provisioned resources, an efficient estimation of
the needed resources is required. This can be done based on
the number of estimated I/O devices and their local statistics in
each router. If enough resources are not reserved in the mesh
network, the router might send a new contract request to the
SM to reserve some resources along the multi-path to the final
destination, based on the new I/O device traffic characteristics
and some additional resources based on the over-provisioning
policy. The router receives the final contract reply from the
SM upon allocating the required resource in the mesh network.
The I/O device receives the contract response from the router
much earlier when compared to the traditional approach. Upon
receiving the contract response it starts publishing its data
to the router and the router forwards the traffic toward the
destination by using the existing resources.

3) Contract termination, deactivation and reactivation: The
connection quality between the I/O device and the selected
routers varies or the neighboring routers’ rank might change.
As a result, the I/O device might decide to change its selected
router and choose a new one. The I/O device terminates
its contract by sending a terminate request before leaving
the router. Upon receiving the terminate request, the routers
release the resources from the I/O device; but based on the
over-provisioning policy, they might not free up the reserved
resources in the mesh network. Hence the routers, based on
their estimation on the number of neighboring I/O devices and
their statistics, might send a new terminate request to the SM
and might ask for the resources along the multi-path routes to



the destination to be released.
When the router determines that an I/O device is no longer

part of the network, it shall terminate the contracts associated
with that I/O device and free up the network resources that
were allocated for supporting those contracts. If the energy-
harvested I/O devices lose their connectivity with the network
for a while, the router could decide whether it considers the
node as being removed or not. A timeout mechanism can
be used for this. If the timer expires before receiving any
message from the device, the I/O device is considered as
removed. The router might release its local resources from
the I/O device, or keep these reserved resources as long as the
router still has sufficient resources. When it comes to freeing
up network resources that were allocated to the I/O device in
the mesh network, different policies can be adopted. Firstly,
based on a timeout mechanism or receiving the termination
request from the I/O devices, the router might terminate the
I/O device’s contract with the final destination and free up
the network resources. Secondly, the router based on the over-
provisioning policy can keep the network resources unless the
router’s estimation for required resources results in releasing
some of the resources in the mesh network or the network runs
out of resources leading to the termination of the contract by
the SM. The second policy reduces processing and contract
establishment times for the future joining I/O devices.

4) Publishing (or subscribing to) the sensor data: The I/O
device, as a sensor node, publishes its data toward its desti-
nation. The I/O device first sends its data toward the assigned
router(s), including the destination information. The router
uses mesh routing (i.e. graph routing) and forwards the data
toward the Gateway or final destination. If the route toward
the final destination does not exist, the data will be forwarded
toward the Gateway. Unlike the traditional ISA100.11a where
SM constructs an uplink (or downlink) graph from the I/O
device to the Gateway, here the I/O device uses its selected
routers’ uplink (or downlink) graph. The selected router acts
as a proxy router to reach the Gateway. If the Gateway
is not the final destination, it forwards the data toward the
final destination. When the direct graph/route toward the final
destination might not be available at the Gateway, it uses the
selected router(s) of the final destination as a proxy router to
reach the destination.

5) Coping with external interference in the network: Similar
to the ISA100.11a standard, the I/O device considers adaptive
channel hopping on a link-by-link basis [2] in addition to
the traditional blacklisting on the whole network. Each I/O
device updates the channel and neighboring router statistics
in the Channel Diagnostic and Neighbor Routers Diagnostic
tables respectively. The statistics include local statistics as
well as the rank of the routers. In case of interference in
the network, different edges may experience different packet
losses and ranks might change. The I/O devices choose the
best available routers based on new local and global network
statistics. This approach can better cope with disturbance in
a large-scale network in a real-time manner compared to the
existing ISA100.11a approach.

C. System Manager Extensions
The SM manages the communication schedules between

the routers in the mesh network in a centralized manner
and delegates the authority over a block of resources to the
routers so that they can manage the star-sub networks locally.

The SM constructs the uplink/downlink graph from/to routers
to/from the Gateway and schedules the communication in the
constructed graph. It also receives the neighboring statistic
reports of routers. Hence it has all required information to
calculate the global ranking of the routers in the mesh network.

The SM calculate the routers ranks based on the defined OFs
and send them to the routers for advertisement. It uses different
algorithms for rank calculation. We propose the Mesh TDMA
Markov chain model [18] as an example tool to calculate the
routers’ rank. The scheme proposed in [18] is slightly modified
in our work to adapt slot matrices and the results obtained
from the Markov chain are used to calculate the routers rank.
The model calculates the rank based on the routers uplink
and downlink reliability and latency by considering the routing
topology, link probabilities, and schedules in the network.

For example, to calculate the rank based on reliability, we
build a probability matrix p(t) for each time slot t with pij
being the probability of success of linki→j and calculate the
product matrix P (t) = p(1) . . . p(t). The cell cij in P (t) gives
the probability of reaching node i from node j in t slots. In
particular, ci0 the probability of reaching node i from Gateway
(with id 0) can be considered as the rank of node i.

V. PERFORMANCE EVALUATION
In this section we evaluate the performance of ISA100.11a∗

when compared to the ISA100.11a standard in terms of metrics
such as reliability, real time and power consumption that
are critical for industrial applications. We also compare the
communication schedules and the management efficiency of
both approaches in different scenarios.

We simulated ISA100.11a and ISA100.11a∗ in the NS-2
network simulator. We assumed that each router has similar
Sub-network Manager to manage its local star topology. The
simulation model, parameters and other details are summarized
in Table I.

TABLE I. NS-2 SIMULATION PARAMETERS AND VALUES

Parameter Value
Gateway, access points, routers and
I/O devices

1 Gateway, 2 access points 22 routers
and 38 I/O devices

Simulation area 100×100 m2

Routers placement Regular distribution (in 4 rows & 4
hops)

I/O devices placement Random distribution
Radio propagation model Two-ray ground
Data rate 250 Kbps
Radio range 15 m
Frequency Band and channels 2.4 GHz, 11 - 26 channels
Sensor traffic rate 1 per 4 s
Application traffic model Constant bitrate (CBR)
Management superframes 2 s

A. Reliability and Real Time Guarantee
To evaluate the reliability and real time guarantee of

ISA100.11a∗ and ISA100.11a in the presence of external
interferences, we dropped the link quality in the network and
measure the packet delivery ratio. The packet delivery ratio
is calculated based on the number of packets received at the
Gateway/actuators for the CBR traffic (periodic sensor data)
sent from sensors. In the first experiment, external interference
is applied in the star sub-network between I/O devices and
routers. Figure 3 (a) shows that the packet delivery ratio drops
suddenly for both approaches, but it takes longer time for
the standard approach to revert to the stable state. Figure 3



(b) shows that the jitter in the consecutive packet reception
time-difference. It varies slightly from the expected value
of 4 seconds (data traffic rate) in normal operations, but in
the presence of interference the ISA100.11a requires longer
duration than ISA100.11a∗ to reach back to the normal values.
These two results show that the reliability and real time aspects
can be improved with the proposed approach. The basic reason
for the improvement is that in ISA100.11a it is the SM which
performs repairs on receiving the periodic neighbor diagnostic
reports causing more communications and delay, whereas in
ISA100.11a∗, the I/O devices can use their local statistics to
fix the problem.

A second experiment has been done to measure the impact
of hybrid management especially the rank advertisements on
the performance. Here, the SM in both approaches deliberately
attempts not to release the interfered communication links and
not to use MAC re-transmissions. Now patterned link failures
(interferences at small regions) are applied in the mesh network
at different steps and the packet delivery ratio is measured.

Figure 4 (a), (b) and (c), show the variation in data delivery
ratio of applying patterned failures in two small regions of the
network in three different scenarios. They are applied in two
steps (at an interval of 1,000 seconds) by changing the packet
drop ratio from 50% to 70% and then to 80% in the three
scenarios. ISA100.11a∗ outperforms ISA100.11a as it could
improve the end-to-end reliability and reach a stable data-
delivery-ratio much faster. This is because in ISA100.11a∗,
the I/O devices can re-select the best routers based on the new
routers’ ranks advertised, although the SM does not repair the
interfered edges and routes in both approaches.

B. Communication Schedules
Figure 5 shows the global matrix of constructed schedules

for 22 end-to-end connections with a publishing period of two
seconds in ISA100.11a and ISA100.11a∗. In ISA100.11a, the
SM solely schedules interference-free cell and manages all
allocations. There the distribution of allocated cells is more
dense at the beginning of the superframe. In the extended ISA,
a part of the superframe is managed by the SM but the rest is
used by the routers to manage their local sub-network. Based
on the I/O devices distribution, the number of I/O devices
associated with each router and the traffic characteristics of
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I/O devices, the routers assign different amount of resources
I/O devices.

C. Management Efficiency
1) Node joining process: To evaluate the I/O device joining

process, we consider the overhead and delay of reserving
management resources for both approaches. We do not con-
sider the scanning delay before joining in this evaluation.
The joining delay and communication overhead with hop
distance are given in Figure 6 (a) and (b) respectively. As
the hop distance increases, in traditional ISA the delay and
communication overhead increases, whereas in ISA100.11a∗
they are more or less constant. Moreover, the delay and
overhead of the proposed approach are much smaller than
the tradition approach. This is because in traditional ISA, the
routers forward the I/O device’s join request to the SM to send
the response and reserve communication resources, whereas in
the proposed approach the routers themselves handle it locally.
The results show that the proposed approach can performs far
better than traditional approach in large-scale networks and in
those scenarios where energy-harvested I/O devices joins and
leaves the network frequently.
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2) End-to-end connection establishment: To evaluate the
management efficiency in end-to-end connection establish-
ment, we measure the communication overhead and delay ex-
perienced for reserving the communication resources between
the sensors and their final destinations (Gateway/actuators).
In this experiment we disabled the overprovisioning policy
so that no resources are readily available for the routers in
the mesh network to support I/O devices traffic requirements.
We measure separately the communication overhead and delay
for reserving the communication resources between the I/O
devices and their selected routers (ISA* local reservation), and
between the routers and Gateway in the extended approach
(ISA* mesh reservation).

Figure 6 (c) and (d) displays, the results of the management
efficiency of both approaches in end-to-end connection estab-
lishment. It is noticeable that the increase in the hop distance
between sensor and their destination results in more delay and
larger number of communications for establishing connection
for both approaches, except for the local reservation of commu-
nication resources between I/O devices and their routers, where
they remain almost constant. If we allow overprovisioning
and resources are readily available in the mesh network, the
overhead and delay of the extended approach come close these
local reservation values.

3) Coping with changes and disturbances in the network:
To evaluate the management efficiency in coping with changes
and disturbances in the network, we introduce edge failures
between the I/O devices and chosen routers and measure the
number of required communications and delay for overcom-
ing the failures. In the traditional ISA, such failures might
results in sending connectivity alert to the SM which in turn
configures new routers and resources to the I/O devices. In
ISA100.11a∗, the I/O device chooses a new router based on its
OFs, sends joining request and use the allocated local resources
of the router.

Figure 6 (e) and (f) shows the results of the experiments and
it clearly shows that the localized management of the extended
approach has much lower overhead (92% lesser at 4th hop) and

TABLE II. PERIODIC MESSAGES IN ISA100.11A AND ISA100.11A∗

Item Parameter Value Transmission type

Periodic
management data

Channel and neighbor
diagnostics report 30 s Acknowledged unicast

Advertisement rate 4 s Un-Acknowledged
broadcast

Application Data Sensor Data rate 4 s Acknowledged unicast

delay (70% lesser at 4th hop) when compared to the centralized
standard approach.

D. Power Consumption
To evaluate the energy-consumption of network nodes in

ISA100.11a and ISA100.11a∗, the simulation is run for 1,000
seconds. We followed the same equations and parameters given
in [4] to calculate the energy consumption in terms of Tx/Rx
turnaround (neglecting the processing energy). We consider
two states of network operation, namely a static and a dynamic
environment (e.g. link failures). In the static environment
we measure the energy needed to exchange network man-
agement messages (periodic updates), as well as application
data messages (from sensors to actuators). For the dynamic
environment, we measure the energy consumed for the network
maintenance.

The management and application data messages in
ISA100.11a and ISA100.11a∗ are listed in Table II. The
total energy consumption of the network for management
and application traffic is provided in Table III and we can
see that it is almost equal in ISA100.11a and ISA100.11a∗.
The routers on average consume ten times more energy than
the I/O devices in both approaches. Table III also lists the
consumed energy by the I/O devices and for network main-
tenance messages, in case of edge failures at different hop
distance from Gateway. ISA100.11a∗ has less overhead and
less maintenance energy for coping with disturbances (e.g.,
edge failures) in the network. For example, when the edge
failures between an I/O device and the router happen at four
hop distance from the Gateway, ISA100.11a∗ consumes 0.007



TABLE III. ENERGY-CONSUMPTION IN THE NETWORK (IN 1,000 S)
DURING NORMAL OPERATION

Environment Item ISA100.11a ISA100.11a∗

Static
Network management energy 33.71 J 28.78 J

Average router energy 4.32 J 3.82 J
Average I/O device energy 0.36 J 0.34 J
Total energy (without idle) 62.19 J 58.68 J

Idle listening Energy 60.49 J 50.23 J

Dynamic (One
edge failure)

Network
maintenance
energy

2 hop 0.033 J 0.006 J
3 hop 0.044 J 0.006 J
4 hop 0.105 J 0.008 J

I/O device energy
including idle
listening

2 hop 0.0073 J 0.0064 J
3 hop 0.0088 J 0.0068 J
4 hop 0.0154 J 0.0086 J

J to overcome the failure, whereas ISA100.11a requires 0.102
J. The I/O devices in ISA100.11a∗ consume less energy when
compared to ISA100.11a, as they receive the join replies and
communication resources from the new routers faster and
hence spend less energy during idle listening.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK
We have proposed ISA100.11a∗, an extension to ISA100.11a

standard, to better support the requirements of resource con-
strained I/O devices, to improve the scalability of the network
(concerning the number of I/O devices supported) and to
mitigate the problems of link changes in large-scale dynamic
networks. We introduced a new hybrid network management
scheme where part of the management responsibilities and
the authority over communication resources are delegated
to the routers. This improves management efficiency. The
proposed enhancement also allows I/O devices to choose the
best possible routers according to their desired metric, using
local statistics as well as the advertised routers’ ranks. This
gives the I/O devices the flexibility to choose/change their
routers, which improves efficiency and helps them cope better
with link failures.

We compare the performance of ISA100.11a∗ with
ISA100.11a in a typical industrial environment with high
packet losses. We evaluate the reliability and real time as-
pects, power consumption, communication schedule and man-
agement efficiency of both approaches. We show that data
delivery ratio and end-to-end delay can be improved in
ISA100.11a∗ with lower power consumption. We also show
that ISA100.11a∗ can achieve higher efficiency in network
management in terms of latency and overhead during node
joining, resource reservation, end-to-end connection establish-
ment, and coping with dynamic situations.

We plan to showcase the working of ISA100.11a∗ in practice
using the hard-ware platform developed in the EU FP7 project
WiBRATE. We also aim at maintaining backward compatibil-
ity to the ISA100.11a standard so that it can operate in an
already deployed ISA100.11a network. Although no security
issues are foreseen, but for security key distribution from
Security Manager to routers for device authentication during
joining, further analysis is needed. The planned extension will
be contributed back to the standardization body, so that it can
be adopted by the industrial community.
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